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Thank you for
creating woodlands
in the Dales for
everyone to enjoy 



Last winter, we supported the planting of more than 27,000

trees. We worked with more community groups and volunteers

then ever before, with volunteers helping to plant almost 10,000

of the trees. 

Our focus continues to be: 'right tree, right place' - considering

not just the number of trees planted, but ensuring that those

planted can thrive, create good habitats and have the best

possible impact on our environment. We look forward to another

busy winter season, working with landowners to plant native

broadleaf trees across the Dales and surrounding areas. 

Together for Trees Ambitions

Sam and Zoe, Woodland Trainees

Support 100 landowners to create beautiful new woodlands and headgerows, planting an

estimated 30,000 trees every year

Enable 6 Dale's communities and 600 people from deprived communities to get involved in

creating and caring for our woodlands

Give 6 young people the chance to become woodland trainees and start their dream

careers

Trial alternative tree guards and reduce the use of plastic in our woodland creation,

through national research and volunteer tube clearance days

Plant hundreds of iconic field trees to reduce the impact of Ash-dieback in the Dales

Set up our own network of community micro nurseries to meet the demand of upland tree

planting 

Over 3 years we hope to: 

YDMT Woodland Update



In the first year of our partnership, with the help of your

generous donations you have supported the planting of 

500 trees
 

It is with thanks to S2S Group that we're able to achieve so much
for our people, landscape and wildlife.  

THANK YOU
 

over the next 50 years.  

 

in the Yorkshire Dales and surrounding areas

offsetting an estimated  

84 tonnes of carbon



Lilly and Leonie share their experience of planting 1,600 trees at Collingholme Farm

Collingholme Farm

The both of us had had our years put on hold slightly. The
pandemic had scuppered our A-levels and left us both
choosing gap years, but if this year had taught us anything it
was to take up all opportunities we could! We did not really
know what we were letting ourselves in for but five weeks later
we are so glad we took up the offer. Not only was it a chance
to get out of the house and be out in the fresh air all day long,
but we showed ourselves that we could do anything we put
our minds to...

Having never planted a single tree between us, the offer to plant 1600 trees was daunting to
say the least...

Both being environmentally conscious people the reward of planting trees was immense.
Knowing we were creating a new habitat for the wildlife, but also creating a carbon sink was
another motivator that kept us going...Finishing the project has been bittersweet; while we are
glad to see all the trees in their rightful place and certainly feel a sense of relief to have it done,
we have genuinely enjoyed our tree planting experience and are sad to see it end. Women are
not always encouraged to pursue ‘manual labour’ jobs and that was certainly a stereotype we
had internalised, at first feeling like we just weren’t cut out for it. But we proved ourselves
wrong and that has been incredibly rewarding!

Ormsgill Wood

Your donations support our woodland work, helping us to create woodlands such as Ormsgill Wood, just a
short distance from the village of Airton in a peaceful area of open countryside with views across
Malhamdale. Streams run throughout the Ormsgill woodland site (headwaters of the river Aire) so species
planted are appropriate for wetland areas. These native trees now form a series of new gill woodlands
which will grow to provide habitat suitable for black grouse. 20,510 trees are planted in total including:
Downy Birch, Silver Birch, Rowan, Hazel, Bird Cherry, Sessile Oak, Goat Willow and Hawthorn.

The photo on the left was taken in 2017, just after the trees were first planted. The photo on the right
shows the difference just a few years makes, taken this summer from the same spot. Thank you for
helping to create thriving woodlands like this one. 



Planted 520 trees with alternative guards at 6 sites, including cardboard, coated cardboard,
compostible plastic, sheepswool and resin tubes! 

Two recycling collection points have been established, in Skipton and Appersett to remove 40,000
redundant tubes. These have been a huge success, bringing together volunteers, farmers and

landowners to tackle this issue. 
A National Forestry Plastic Group established, with members sharing best practice 

Our Plastic Free Woodlands project, which is removing redundant tree guards from the landscape,
championing alternatives and highlighting the issue of plastics in forestry, has: 

 

Most new woodland creation schemes in the Dales will have been planted using plastic
tree guards that provide essential protection from wildlife. If a woodland is well managed,

these guards will be removed after approximately 10 years once the trees are established.
The concern is that if the plastic guards are left on site, over time they will disintegrate into

smaller fragments that find their way into our soils and waterways.
 

We are working with landowners, community groups, other organisations and volunteers
to collect redundant tree guards and sending them to be recycled and used to make new

products.
Mike Appleton, Plastic Free Wodlands project officer

Plastic Free Woodlands



Before becoming a YDMT trainee, I was struggling to find paid
environmental employment. Now I am a Stakeholder Dialogue
Coordinator for an award winning consultancy who champion best
practice in the environmental sector. I thoroughly enjoyed my time as
a trainee. I had the opportunity to work outdoors every day, learn from
such an enthusiastic and dedicated team, and experience such a
wider range of roles. Whilst it cannot be denied that at times it was
physically and mentally exhausting, I can honestly say that I had a
blast and everything that I have learnt has helped me to find out more
about myself 

Sam and Zoe,
Woodland Trainees

Zoe, Woodland Trainee

Young people are our best hope for a better,
greener world – yet we have a generation
disconnected from their local environment and
lacking the confidence, knowledge, and skills to
protect it.  Thanks to you, we empower the next
generation through our education, skills, and
apprentice programmes to experience the
countryside.

Harnessing the power of young people

Last year, through our Together for Trees project,
we were able to provide 2 trainees with the
opportunity to create woodlands and gain valuable
skills and knowledge. During their 12 month
placement they had access to training, mentoring
and professional development experiences. It was a
privilege to support them as they started their new
careers in the environment sector. 



'‘Memories were made and the trip highlighted how much I enjoyed
being out in nature. My mind was clear and I rarely felt anxious, which
is significant because anxiety plays a big role in my everyday life. Very

grateful for this experience and thank you to those who made it
happen. I hope to meet Fiona [our Green Guardian's Project Officer]

again for more sessions; the experience was like no other."
Green Guardians participant

Not only do we create woodlands, but our work supports a variety of people to connect with
nature for improved health and wellbeing, whilst providing opportunities for skills development
and learning. Our Green Guardians project offers sessions to young people to access the
Yorkshire Dales and enjoy green spaces. This work is more important than ever as we recover
from the pandemic. 

Connecting with nature



It's been a pleasure having the S2S team volunteer at The
Hawes and Bargh Wood this year! Your tree planting efforts
helped put 300 of 1120 trees in the ground at The Hawes
over the course of the winter. Your maintenance work at
Bargh Wood made a significant contribution to our plastic
free woodlands work, removing over 1200 tree guards from
the site! We hope these volunteer days provided inspiring
opportunities for your team to engage with our partnership,
learn more about our woodland work and take advantage of
the wellbeing benefits of working in the great outdoors! 

Engaging your people

Still to come...
We look forward to continuing our work together, delivering positive impacts for our planet.
We would of course welcome the opportunity to look at broadening our partnership in the year
ahead and would be happy to discuss our wider efforts in support of the people, landscape
and wildlife of the Yorkshire Dales, evaluating where they align with your CSR strategy and
ambitions to enhance your biodiversity impacts. 



THANK YOU FOR HELPING TO MAKE OUR WORK
POSSIBLE

It's with thanks to all at S2S Group that we’re able to achieve so much for
our people, landscape and wildlife. 

 
Our sincere thanks for your donations over the past year, making a huge

contribution to our work in creating woodlands for everyone to enjoy. 
 

We hope we can continue to achieve great things together for the people,
landscape and wildlife of the Yorkshire Dales in the coming years! 


